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ABSTRACT
The engineering of security is an essential discipline in software engineering. It requires one
to embrace a holistic approach, as any weakness along the engineering process of the system
may lead to future security breaches. It is in general difficult to achieve and becomes partic-
ularly acute in wireless sensor networks, owing to the stringent limitations in communication
and computational power. We survey the current state of the art on this topic and set forth
issues that require further study. The analysis of current work covers general security issues
of wireless sensor network research and discusses the present achievements for engineering
security with regards to earlier surveys in this domain. We also cover security capabilities of
major implementation platforms, namely TinyOS and Sun SPOTTM, and present available
and required mechanisms that will become essential for software engineers.
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1 Introduction
Security is beyond doubt one of the great challenges

in software systems. Most companies rely extensively
on information systems to support their daily business
activities. The multiplication and diversification of at-
tacks against these vital systems call for appropriate
protections. Beyond business, the fact that our lives
are becoming increasingly digitized with the rise of
internet-based services further emphasizes the need for
security (e.g., protecting individuals’ privacy). The ad-
vent of ubiquitous computing and other pervasive plans
to integrate computers in any object stress security is-
sues even more; virtually all aspects of life can be
monitored, inspected, mined, and dissected in an Or-
wellian manner. Advances in miniaturization of hard-
ware and energy technology permit unthinkable scenar-
ios. Therefore, wireless sensor networks grow into both
a great technology with notable applications and a po-
tential threat, if security concerns are not considered
appropriately.
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Security engineering is an essential discipline of soft-
ware engineering and the increasing awareness of secu-
rity issues is widely recognized [1], [2]. Embracing a
holistic approach on security is both very difficult and
of crucial importance, as any weakness in the engineer-
ing process and in any component of the system may
lead to a security breach. Security concerns become
particularly acute in applications deployed over wire-
less sensor networks, owing to the stringent limitations
in communication and computational power [3], [4].
Perrig et al. [4] expressed in 2004 that ‘we have the op-
portunity to architect security solutions into [wireless
sensor] systems from the outset, since they are still in
their early design and research stages’.

The present paper reports on the situation in 2007,
covering three aspects as follows. As a first broad as-
pect, we briefly review the main security concerns in
wireless sensor networks (WSN) in the next section.
For the second aspect, sections 3 and 4 report on re-
search advances in security engineering. Section 3
presents research on security mechanisms and section 4
emphasizes research issues that are addressed insuffi-
ciently to guarantee high levels of security engineering,
compared with the security objectives in WSN. Sec-
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tion 5 covers the third aspect, namely concrete technol-
ogy and tools to engineer security features of systems.
It briefly introduces the representative technologies that
serve engineering applications on WSN and focuses on
the latest available platform, Sun SPOTTM from Sun
Microsystems, Inc.TM. We present the security facili-
ties provided by the platform and identify the current
shortcomings of this technology.

2 Security Challenges in Wireless Sen-
sor Networks

Past surveys on security in wireless sensor networks
report research issues and solutions that remain chal-
lenging problems despite recent achievements [3]–[6].
In this section, we review the main concerns of secu-
rity in wireless sensor networks to provide updated in-
formation and introduce the background of security en-
gineering in WSN. There are three main elements for
information security that need to be ensured:1) con-
fidentiality, integrity, and availability [2]. Traditional
techniques for these three concerns cannot be used off
the shelf, because wireless sensor networks have strin-
gent and distinctive characteristics. First, sensor nodes
are usually deployed in environments that attackers can
easily access. Sensor nodes are not usually tamper-
resistant, because of hardware limitation and cost is-
sues [7], [8]. Hence, attackers can get sensor nodes, ex-
tract stored keys, and then can insert malicious code.
This node compromising is one of the main issues in
wireless sensor networks. Second, sensor nodes are
limited in their energy and computation abilities. We
briefly review confidentiality, integrity, and availability
for wireless sensor networks considering these two is-
sues.

2.1 Confidentiality
The protection of data assets and privacy are difficult

requirements to fulfill on WSN but necessary to guar-
antee reasonable degrees of confidentiality. Network
nodes are easy to capture and compromise, thus, frac-
tions of assets can steadily be stolen from the system
without appropriate protection against attacking nodes.
A trusted network can also fail to ensure privacy if au-
thentication and access control are not enforced con-
sistently: queries to the network from different loca-
tions or with different credentials could deliver differ-
ent access levels without adequate management. WSN
are therefore vulnerable to Sybil attacks [9], distance-
bounding attacks (masquerading nodes in some loca-
tions), and location leaks.

Confidentiality requires dedicated mechanisms. Tra-

1) Please refer to the discussion in 2.4 for their relation to other important topics,
such as authentication and freshness.

ditional security solutions include encryption and pro-
tocols, which guarantee data hiding and consistent pro-
cessing respectively. Encryption often relies on key in-
frastructures to secure the communications. Keys must
be deployed on network nodes to guarantee the confi-
dentiality of data. The physical attack of nodes can re-
veal some keys, so that confidentiality cannot be guar-
anteed locally to the attacked node [10], [11], with po-
tential risk to epidemically break protections through
the network. Encryption is also an expensive process,
e.g. asymmetric cryptography, and a number of re-
search teams work on controlling and reducing its cost
impact [12], [13].

Protocols enforce systematic processing in the net-
work, so that one can assume for example that access
control is consistently applied throughout the network.
WSN applications communicate using unreliable net-
works, where unpredictable environmental conditions
can prevent protocols from being completed success-
fully. Protocols are therefore carefully crafted and pro-
vide degrees of resilience to network issues, but all ad-
ditional functionalities incur computational costs that
require time for completion. In other words, proto-
cols cannot usually guarantee full consistency, notably
in environments with fast-paced dynamics as in WSN.
State-of-the-art technologies such as Network Access
Control (NAC) — currently in active development —
are tailored for networks with significant resources and
the case of WSN is not yet considered as viable invest-
ment, thus leaving room for significant research.

Multi-level security is another mechanism related to
confidentiality but challenging on WSN. It allows dif-
ferent users with different rights to use network data.
For example, super-users can have full access with
maximum resolution on the data whereas simple users
can only access limited data with a low sample rate.
The challenge again stems from physical issues: com-
putation power and eavesdropping. Eavesdropping may
break a multi-level security scheme by letting simple
users access more data ‘by accident’. In addition, the
scheme must be consistent throughout the network: for
all network positions, a user must have the same level
of access rights.

Most research efforts address these challenges with
particular focus on cryptography and key establishment
strategies.

Cryptography. Traditional cryptography mecha-
nisms have been difficult to apply to WSN, owing
to their limited computation and memory [14], [15].
Recent improvements in cryptographic primitives and
power of network nodes allow their usage in practice
(see section 5), but they still require significant re-
sources.

Key establishment. Key establishment refers to the
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deployment of a key infrastructure (KI) on a WSN.
Much work focuses on the challenge to settle keys
on ‘free’ nodes at the system initialization phase [16],
but also at run-time when nodes must be added or re-
placed [17]–[19]. The difficulties in these challenges
are to cope with compromised nodes, as they thwart KI
playing its intended protective role.

2.2 Integrity
Integrity is a well-known issue in wired and mobile

phone networks. WSN can therefore rely on a sig-
nificant amount of models and techniques. WSN in-
troduce additional challenges because of their limited
resources. Despite the increase in available resources
with latest hardware, physical constraints clearly pre-
vent from comparing capacities on WSN with full-
fledged notebooks or even low-end mobile phones, as
WSN nodes tend to be even smaller [20]. Cryptogra-
phy is among the main techniques to ensure integrity,
and it remains a challenge with regards to energy man-
agement and decentralized approaches.

Locating data sources poses acute integrity issues
in WSN. Forensics and network administrators will
need to track data back to their sources in some cir-
cumstances (when possible, owing to destructive in-
network aggregation). The location of sources requires
that data is not altered when it migrates to the sink, so
that integrity is a necessary condition.

The network infrastructures also differ significantly
from other systems, so that existing work may not adapt
to WSN models appropriately. In particular, the num-
ber of sensor nodes per base station is very large, com-
pared to mobile phone or wireless broadband connec-
tions. These conditions stress the limitations of existing
techniques, which are furthermore exasperated with the
higher risk of node compromise. Routers are usually
trustworthy network components, but sensor nodes play
the role of routers in WSN, so that we cannot reason-
ably trust them because of compromise [21], [22]. In-
tegrity relies then on the ability to detect this kind of
attacks and their origins, which both remain challeng-
ing issues.

2.3 Availability
Availability also becomes a critical matter in WSN.

The reasons are twofold and significantly constraining.
First, limited energy supplies put an ultimate limit on
network availability. Large systems can rely on human
intervention and renewable energy solutions are under
development, but it is notable that the software contri-
bution to availability is bounded and that security engi-
neering cannot rely exclusively on software solutions.
Holistic measures involving hardware and human inter-
ventions are required in some conditions. Node com-

promise remains an issue, as the destruction or loss of
control of nodes unilaterally reduces availability met-
rics.

Second, the broadcasting communication model of
WSN is sensitive to denial-of-service attacks, includ-
ing high-energy and jamming attacks [23]–[25]. Tradi-
tional attacks like message dropping are managed with
standard approaches, such as multiple routing of the
same message, but the resource limitations clearly re-
strict their viability.

2.4 Discussion
Challenges in WSN remain numerous, especially rel-

ative to the background of existing awareness for se-
curity in distributed and mobile systems. The impor-
tance of the holistic approach is salient due to the di-
rect exposure of the system to external, environmental,
and malicious threats. One difficulty in this issue is to
find a balance between the software contribution, which
consumes energy but is potentially robust against intru-
sions, and hardware or human contributions, which can
better control energy, even renew it, but emphasize ex-
posure. Security engineering has to cope with this bal-
ance.

In addition to main security properties, the literature
refers to issues like quality of service, freshness, or au-
thentication. Quality of service extends availability and
is challenging, too. Data freshness refers to problems of
inappropriate message duplicates (intentional or acci-
dental) and is source of problems of integrity and avail-
ability. Authentication aims at guaranteeing the identity
of principals and is therefore a precondition to confi-
dentiality. The two issues of freshness and authentica-
tion are addressed in this survey within the correspond-
ing main properties they relate to.

3 Existing security solutions
In this section, we review some representative work

to address the aforementioned security challenges. We
complement this review with the presentation of inte-
grated projects that address several security issues into
a single approach. The section ends with a mapping of
this review on the standard waterfall-like software de-
velopment process to show the present state of research
on security engineering.

3.1 Confidentiality, integrity, availability
Cryptography. Cryptography constitutes the main

theoretical concept, along with key infrastructures, un-
derlying approaches that ensure integrity and confiden-
tiality. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC [26]) has been
recognized as a viable approach for WSN, despite the
absence of a formal proof for this technology as of
2007. Nevertheless, ECC is gaining momentum with a
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major company issuing an official technology adoption
statement in 2005, and the American National Security
Agency adding the approach to its official Suite B for
digital signatures [27], [28]. ECC is a promising alter-
native to RSA-based algorithms [29], as the typical size
of ECC keys is much shorter for the same level of secu-
rity. Gaubatz et al. report on public-key cryptography
in sensor networks in more detail [30], and Uhsadel et
al. propose an efficient implementation of ECC [31].

The SPINS project shows that the security cost en-
tailed by cryptography (among other computations)
bears more on communication overhead per packet than
on computational demand [7]. Despite this result, sig-
nificant work aims at improving the execution of ECC
algorithms with hardware support [32], or elaborate
new algorithms for efficient multiplication [33], [34], as
it is a very common and costly operation in public-
key cryptography. Other approaches also exploit spe-
cific hardware for improving confidentiality, for ex-
ample with tamper-resistant chips that prevent attacks
from revealing cryptographic keys [35], to the cost of
increasing the price of hardware units.

Key infrastructures. Key infrastructures draw par-
ticular attention from the research community for the
concerns of confidentiality and integrity [36]–[41]. The
management of keys is critical, at the root of the secu-
rity defenses of the system. Keys in WSN have a life-
cycle that emphasizes the deployment, protection, and
revocation phases. The setup of key infrastructures of-
ten relies on pre-distribution schemes [40], [42]. Ghosh
demonstrates that such approaches are valid if the net-
work topology verifies structural properties like the ab-
sence of bottleneck nodes under some conditions [43].
Protection of keys is achieved either by specific hard-
ware, as introduced above, or by security protocols that
manage the life-cycle of keys. For example, regular re-
vocation of keys is recommended to refresh the infras-
tructure and protect against stolen keys [44].

Integrity and in-network processing. Integrity
concerns are also the subject of additional research rel-
ative to secure in-network aggregation technique. In-
network aggregation aims at processing sensor data as-
sets while they migrate toward the sink node, typically
for computing averages or sums. It is an important
technique to use node energy in more efficient ways
in WSN. Several existing aggregation approaches lack
security guarantees, such that subsequent research en-
deavors propose secure schemes [45]–[47].

Location problems. Locating data sources is a
dilemma between verifying that a data source is a
trusted party and protecting privacy. Capkun et al.
introduce a secure positioning scheme using standard
Manchester encoding to address the first aspect of lo-
cating nodes [48]. On the other hand, privacy has be-

come a primary issue. Some approaches allow nodes
to deliver data, while protecting location information
with pseudonyms, since tracking a data source without
its real identity is more difficult [49]. Other approaches
achieve similar goals with physical measurements [50].

Fake location information causes security breaches,
since an attacker can masquerade a node where there is
none and become a data black-hole. Several research
endeavors focus on the distance bounding attacks to
cope with this issue, as referred in [51].

Secured protocols. Secured protocols protect WSN
against attacks and misbehaviors that thwart the avail-
ability of nodes and services. In the representative
work, Wood et al. conducted a survey on denial-of-
service attacks, and they proposed an approach against
radio jamming attacks [52], [53]. Karlof and Wagner
expose a number of (successful) attacks against exist-
ing routing protocols for sensor networks and suggests
countermeasures [54]. The rapid resource exhaustion of
network nodes motivates the research against such kind
of attacks, and several endeavors integrate appropriate
defenses [55], [56].

Misbehaviors result from compromised nodes and
insiders. The work of Lee and Choi deals for example
with malicious nodes dropping packets [57], [58]. On
the other hand, Ye et al. propose statistical means to
recognize the insertion of false data [21], [59], while Sei
and Honiden rely on a key management scheme to de-
tect false information when a number of nodes are com-
promised [22]. The area of intrusion detection is also
well represented in WSN, since the capture of nodes is
potentially easier. Krauß et al. show how to detect com-
promised cluster heads (distinguished nodes equipped
with additional functionalities) using attestation proto-
cols [60]. Buttyán et al. locate wormholes using two
statistical values, namely the change of the number of
neighbors of a node and the decrease of the length of
all shortest paths [61].

Recovery. Even though sensor nodes usually have
a short life, it might be a turbulent one, not only in
terms of the data they sense but also in terms of the
software installed. There might be an inherent need to
patch the code of a node for a security update — ideally
without removing the sensor node from its location
but via wireless communication. Such a code update
has to meet certain requirements in terms of efficiency
and security. SCUBA is a challenge-response proto-
col, which allows to repair compromised or damaged
code [62], and Strasser and Vogt present algorithms for
distributed node recovery [63]. It should be noted that
automatic update approaches in WSN, such as network
reprogramming [64], are usually not secured schemes.
Deluge is an example where a secured version has been
implemented afterwards [65], [66].
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3.2 Integrated security solutions in WSN
The rich body of research achievements presented so

far contribute to the security concerns in a rather ‘local’
way, focusing on a very specific issue. In the follow-
ing, we present five approaches, namely LEAP, SPINS,
TinySec and MiniSec, and TinyPEDS, to show the ex-
tent of some representative approaches on security in
WSN.

3.2.1 LEAP
The Localized Encryption and Authentication Pro-

tocol (LEAP) is a key management protocol designed
to also support in-network processing [8]. Multiple
symmetric keying mechanisms are supported, namely
individual keys (shared with the base station), group
keys (shared completely), cluster keys (shared with a
selected group of nearby nodes), and pairwise shared
keys. It aims at “restricting the security impact of a
node compromise to the immediate network neighbor-
hood of the compromised node” [8]. Using this granu-
lar approach, storage requirement per node is competi-
tive.

3.2.2 SPINS
SPINS stands for ‘Security Protocols for Sensor Net-

works’ [7]. It is an economical security scheme with
low overhead. SPINS consists of two components
called µTESLA and SNEP.
µTESLA is a specialization of the ‘Timed, Effi-

cient, Streaming, Loss-tolerant Authentication’ proto-
col for WSN [67]. Its purpose is to provide authen-
ticated broadcast, since this communication mode is
the standard in WSN. The problem solved by µTESLA
is that authenticated broadcast requires a costly asym-
metric mechanism that sensor nodes cannot afford usu-
ally. The protocol emulates asymmetry by sending en-
crypted messages and key information independently.
The sender first computes a key-chain with a random
key Kn and public one-way function. It then encrypts
message packets using the key-chain in reverse order.
A single key is used for all packets that can be sent in
a predefined time frame. The sender sends encrypted
data packets according to the time frame and delays the
sending of keys. The receiver gets (securely) only the
last key K0 of the key-chain. It gets encrypted packets
and, once the key arrives, it can authenticates the packet
if the one-way function applied to the key results in K0

(the function is applied as many times as the time in-
terval frame number). Luk et al. show subsequently
how to authenticate broadcast and addresses this prob-
lem in a more general way [68]. The second component
SNEP (Secure Network Encryption Protocol) ensures
data confidentiality, data authentication between two-
parties, data freshness, and protection against replay in

the protocol, with a low overhead of 8 bytes per packet
(order in kilobyte for other approaches).

SPINS exemplifies how different security measures
can be integrated in the case of WSN, and this typically
shows that usual approaches cannot be trivially assem-
bled for security engineering.

3.2.3 TinySec & MiniSec
Karlof et al. introduced TinySec, a link layer security

architecture, which introduces an overhead cost of less
than 10% [12]. TinySec is thus claimed appropriate for
use in WSN, and it has been adopted as a standard li-
brary in TinyOS. TinySec provides fully-implemented
protocols and makes reasonable tradeoffs between per-
formance and security. TinySec exploits the idea that,
even though sensor nodes are very restricted in com-
putational and communication power, even a powerful
adversary suffers from low bandwidth in WSN. Mes-
sage authenticity and integrity are guaranteed by using
a MAC2) with each packet (included in the overhead),
and confidentiality is ensured by encryption with sym-
metric cryptography primitives.

MiniSec is a recent improvement and extension of
TinySec’s functionalities for node-to-node security in
WSN [13]. It is more efficient than TinyOS in terms of
energy consumption (5.6% more efficient in the pub-
lished evaluation), and it provides an additional protec-
tion against replay attacks (malicious message duplica-
tion). Replay attacks are already managed by protocols
such as ZigBee, but MiniSec is an alternative with sig-
nificant performance improvements that maintain the
level of security without sacrificing energy (working in
the data link layer).

The mechanisms exploited in TinySec and MiniSec
exemplify deployable security measures that address
several issues in viable ways for WSN. It is notable that
these two approaches explicitly identify data link layer
security as fundamental in WSN, because of the obser-
vation that in-network computation such as aggregation
is crucial in order to prolong the network’s lifetime. If
a standard end-to-end security scheme is applied, these
computations become very intricate due to the possible
aggregation schemes.

3.2.4 TinyPEDS
TinyPEDS (Tiny Persistent Encrypted Data Stor-

age) is a secured data store for WSN [69]. It aims at
protecting data assets collected by the sensors, both
for transient and long-term storages. TinyDB demon-
strated the use of in-network aggregation for pro-
cessing SQL queries, without security measures [70].
TinyPEDS elaborates on this approach by encrypting

2) Message Authentication Code
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transient storage for aggregation processing with sym-
metric keys, which request reasonable resources. Long-
lasting storage is protected with an asymmetric key
scheme however, owing to the need for stronger pro-
tection. Sensor nodes only receive public keys and the
compromise of node does not reveal signing keys. A
high-end node, typically a sink computer connected to
the WSN, owns the signing keys and performs costly
cryptographic computations. TinyPEDS combines se-
cure storage with a replication protocol to restore data
even with the loss of 40% of the nodes. TinyPEDS
shows an example application that integrates advanced
security measures, although several aspects remain to
be covered to ensure high protection, however out of the
scope of the project (e.g. attacks that eliminate nodes
by exhaustion).

Some issues are not covered in the integrated ap-
proaches of this section, such as a number of attacks
(e.g. resource exhaustion), node capture, and end-to-
end security. It is notable however that current achieve-
ments put together integrate complementary security
measures.

3.3 Security engineering in the software development
process

Several approaches are available to secure various as-
pects of sensor networks, often for a reasonable cost.
Research contributes significantly to isolated issues in
the engineering of security, and part of this research
has focused on integrating some aspects together. A
secure system requires however consideration of secu-
rity issues as a whole, i.e. in all phases of the software
engineering development process. That is the reason
for security engineering. Software designers and engi-
neers are seemingly not supported sufficiently yet in the
light of the review: If an efficient solution is to be cre-
ated, requirements have to be specified very carefully.
The framework of Slijepcevic et al. [71], for example,
might assist the designers to adjust different security
levels depending on the sensitivity of data. The unman-
ageable number of different threats is nevertheless hard
to deal with. Much research covers design and imple-
mentation phases and describes how to protect specific
aspects though. There is finally a clear shortcoming of
study in the testing and verification phases, where en-
gineers lack systematic tools or approaches tailored for
sensor networks to check whether the specified security
is achieved.

The aim of the following sections is to elaborate on
this result: Security engineering requires further re-
search to counter security methodological and instru-
mental holes in the software development process.

4 Issues in engineering security solu-
tions

Existing work addresses several aspects of security
concerns along the software engineering process, but
the previous review shows that engineers cannot rely
on present achievements to conduct a holistic approach
on security. The specific concerns with WSN, namely
node exposure and limited resources, remain indeed
critical throughout the different stages of building the
software layer of WSN applications.

The aim of this section is to present issues in secu-
rity engineering in a progressive manner according to
the standard waterfall software development life-cycle.
The implementation stage is postponed to section 5 to
focus on more technical matters.

4.1 Requirements engineering
The engineering of security requirements relies on

specific aspects of the target software. One usually
expresses constraints such as the definition of access
rights, which usually leads to access control policies
in the implemented system, or the segmentation of the
system into secure and non-secure sub-parts. Although
technological choices occur relatively late in the re-
quirement engineering stage, the choice for WSN tech-
nologies leads to consider the security levels with care,
notably relative to the system resilience to node capture
and software-based attacks.

Requirement elicitation techniques are often needed
to better specify target security qualities, and general
ones provide a number of tools like extended use cases
(which are also used in analysis and design phases).
The literature refers to abuse cases to specify system
usage patterns that design should prevent [72], [73], to
misuse cases to relate correct and incorrect usage pat-
terns [74], [75], and to security cases to organize secu-
rity requirements [76], [77]. WSN-based applications
require to focus on cases that should become ‘standard’
issues in a base set of requirements for any secure de-
sign. A typical standard case is when an attacker ob-
tains encryption or decryption keys, because the conse-
quences of such a scenario are the rupture of the secu-
rity model. We have seen that tamper-resistant nodes
are not feasible and in many applications one cannot
prevent attackers from compromising nodes, so that the
designers must consider the loss of keys as long as
the client does not explicitly state this being superflu-
ous. Well-known cases in mobile phone networks and
other wireless technologies are likely to inspire cases in
WSN, but the infrastructural differences justify further
work.

Risk analysis methods provide additional tools in en-
gineering security requirements. The advantage of risk
analysis is to establish metrics over risk criteria and
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vulnerability, thus allowing quantitative and systematic
analysis. FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) is a risk analysis
method that identifies and classifies events in a tree ac-
cording to their levels of harm to the system [78], [79].
The root of the tree then reveals potentially dangerous
events, which the system must be prepared to deal with.
Methods like FTA support the analysis of security re-
quirements to the cost of building and exploiting a tree
data structure. Although this approach applies well to
a range of systems, the large number of nodes in WSN
(thousands in some scenarios) tends to prevent such ap-
proaches from scaling up, so they become less usable
in practice. The introduction of node compromise risks
is also another issue that calls for further work to cope
with WSN.

4.2 Analysis & design phase
The analysis of security requirements and their inte-

gration in the design is a sensitive task, which often re-
lies on specialized programming staff in large projects.
As such, specific tools that focus on security issues sup-
port engineers in these phases of the development.

Security patterns extend the design pattern approach
with a set of patterns and association of patterns
to guide the developers in their engineering endeav-
ors [80]–[82]. For example, ‘available system patterns’
(ASP) and ‘protected system patterns’ (PSP) capture
engineering practices that have been validated in sev-
eral implemented systems. ASP aim at facilitating
the construction of systems that provide predictable
and uninterrupted access to services and resources they
offer to users. PSP aim at protecting valuable re-
sources against unauthorized use, disclosure or modi-
fication [83]. General security patterns apply to WSN,
but several issues remain to be catalogued and validated
by experience. For example, patterns to guarantee that
the capture of a node and the loss of keys do not break
the security level—or the breach can be confined—in
the rest of the system.

In this respect, experience in developing WSN appli-
cations lead to distinguishing several situations relative
to key loss, to be addressed by appropriate patterns, in
addition to specific protocols [10], [22], [84]:
(1) the attacker has no key
(2) the attacker has less than T keys
(3) the attacker has more than T keys
T is a threshold value that specifies the degree of ro-
bustness of the system against key loss, i.e., the number
of key losses the system can tolerate without compro-
mising the level of security. Taking inspiration from
good practice for database security, patterns would en-
sure that services and assets provided in the system by
each node are protected whenever T keys are lost. The
protection could be to, e.g., block any access to ser-

vice and data but by special codes, similar to GSM
and some smartcards security schemes with PUK and
PUK2 (Personal Unblocking Key). This example illus-
trates a naive approach using security patterns, but we
expect this research direction to provide significant re-
sults.

4.3 Testing & verification
The formal or statistical proof that a software product

complies with its requirements relies on a strong dis-
cipline in the development process. Security require-
ments are challenging at these stages, because violat-
ing situations are difficult to simulate. WSN challenges
arise for the major part from their distributed nature.
Test, validation, and verification of distributed systems
is intrinsically difficult due to size and complexity of
the global state and the number of situations involving
unknown environmental factors (commonly called the
‘fallacies’ of distributed systems). Beyond these intrin-
sic difficulties, WSN suffer from their large scales and
wireless communication infrastructure, which both ex-
acerbate the state spaces to test and verify.

Test methodologies based on unit tests and regres-
sions are the primary approaches to expect in WSN,
due to the large body of work and experience with
test suites. Test units are appropriate to check the
compliance of the software with specifications; secu-
rity use cases from requirement to design phases can
be checked as well. Disciplined structure of the units
into suites should provide significant results with efforts
concentrated on the application of existing techniques
to security issues. Some additional techniques may be
required to generate various ‘tiny test cases’ that arise
from the range of situations faced by nodes in their en-
vironment. The software layer of these nodes must con-
sistently react to inputs despite fast changing, and pos-
sibly unexpected, environmental conditions. Common
techniques such as fuzz testing may provide grounds
for such generation phase, but appropriate studies are
necessary.

Simulations are alternative means to check security
properties. Attacks can be reproduced to observe the
reactions of the systems and provide some insightful in-
formation from simulation logs for further adjustment.
Existing work from distributed system research can be
applied to WSN, but current achievements require sig-
nificant investment in simulation design, and specifics
of WSN are usually not taken into account [85]. Such
investment may not be possible, and WSN particulari-
ties can invalidate simulation attempts. Network simu-
lators like ns-2 [86] or the WSN-specific TOSSIM [87]
show that WSN require specific care, but the results ob-
tained from such tools should serve only for coarse test-
ing, as they usually assume stringent restrictions on the
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environment or computation models and may invalidate
their own results.

Verification of security properties can also be con-
ducted formally with appropriate models and tools. Ex-
isting work like SPIN [88], SMV [89], BLAST [90],
and SLAM [91] for C code conduct model-checking for
verifying general safety or liveness properties, but there
is little work referring to such formal verification in
WSN research and practice to date. These tools can be
applied to check security properties, provided adequate
formulation of the target property. The case of SLAM
can be particularly interesting, as it verifies whether
programming interfaces are correctly used, which can
then show when security measures (usually part of the
API) are properly used by the software designer. Other
languages like Java would rely on model-checkers like
JPF [92], or Bandera/Bogol [93] (see section 5 for Java
on WSN). Language-independent verification (thus ex-
ploitable early in the development process) are also
available, with notable work for WSN with the real-
time Maude language (not applied to security concerns
to date) [94]. Shortcomings of these formal model tools
come from two main issues. First, model-checking
does not scale when state spaces are large. The large
number of nodes and the unpredictable nature of WSN
execution environments imply very large state spaces,
despite the relatively small amount of code they run, so
that model-checking approaches must be applied to re-
stricted cases and results may not provide full property
verification (e.g. liveness). The second issue originates
in the limited achievements for checking distributed ap-
plications. Concurrency entails state-space explosion in
addition to the effects of environment dynamics. Some
approaches exist in general network applications [95],
but they do not focus yet on WSN-like systems or on
security issues.

4.4 Maintenance
Maintenance of software in WSN is an active re-

search topic, but the security aspect is limited in present
work. A notable example of maintenance mechanism
is software update over the network, with proposals for
reprogramming (progressive update) and use of mobile
agent technologies [96], [97]. Deluge performs network
reprogramming and was not initially integrating secu-
rity measures [65]. A later version did however revise
the system to add security [66]. Deluge is one of the
few secured approaches for maintenance (see end of
section 3.1 on recovery). The security concerns are
however significant. Attackers who control some nodes
can spread malicious code and gradually take control of
all the network using update-based contamination. Ap-
propriate counter-measures in most approaches remain
open research issues.

Maintenance also refers to hardware management,
including upgrade to new hardware, new firmware, or
the necessary battery replacement which usually re-
quire turning off nodes temporarily. All these opera-
tions should be completed in secure ways to guarantee
that no attack occurs at these sensitive times. Software
protections are useful in such cases, as exemplified by
security systems for, e.g., building access control, and
specific protocols for WSN applications should be de-
fined, with likely standard definitions.

4.5 Discussion
Research issues in security engineering for WSN are

numerous and impact each stage of the software de-
velopment process. Existing work is often applicable,
but necessary adaptations or new approaches are also
necessary for the major part. The main issue on this
topic is indeed the difficulty to really achieve a holistic
approach on security, as it should be accomplished to
avoid the ‘forward-propagation’ of security problems,
as can be observed in other software systems. As a re-
sult of the above analysis, we will present the conse-
quences and needs in the development phase for which
we have postponed the study, i.e. the implementation
phase.

5 Engineering technology review and
concrete needs of the security engi-
neer

Engineering the security aspect of an application
mainly relies on the availability and quality of tools.
Although all tools along the software development pro-
cess contribute to supporting the engineer, program-
ming languages and related API (Application Program-
ming Interface) for the implementation are among the
most critical, because they serve to write the final prod-
uct and should represent all specifications expressed
in other development stages. In fact, high-level lan-
guages stemmed from the need to remove error-prone
programming tasks from the hand of the programmers
(e.g., goto statements, brittle assembly design patterns
for control structures), so that they can focus on the core
tasks of the target business logic.

The role of programming languages is essential in
security engineering and the aim of this section is
twofold. The first aim is to provide a review of the
available technologies for the programmer, so as to
demonstrate the current capabilities of existing work to
facilitate and guarantee security requirements. The sec-
ond aim is to set forth a number of supports that are not
available, but that could lead to serious security issues
with regards to the results of our survey in the previous
sections.

To this end, we review the major platforms available,
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namely TinyOS on motes and Sun SPOTTM with re-
spect to security engineering characteristics. The final
part of this section presents aspects of security engi-
neering that should arguably be integrated in current
frameworks due to their impact in the context of WSN.

5.1 Major technologies
Wireless sensor network are supported by a limited

number of technologies. We briefly review the repre-
sentative TinyOS and Sun SPOT, with special focus on
their security engineering facilities.

5.1.1 TinyOS on motes
TinyOS is an open source operating system tailored

for low-power sensor network applications [98], [99].
The system was developed along WSN hardware called
‘motes’, with various commercial versions. The motes
gather micro-controller, a number of sensors and LEDs,
and batteries into a single package. The model of
TinyOS is independent from the developed hardware
and can be adapted to various platforms. In the short
history of WSN technology, TinyOS has been the en-
abling technology3), which fosters the deployment of
applications and prototypes in various academic and in-
dustrial projects.

The technical aspects of TinyOS are concentrated on
the optimization of the size and consumption of the
system. The main features are a component-based ar-
chitecture to foster code reuse and reduce the system
footprint (less than 400 bytes in its earlier versions), an
event-driven execution model, and integrated resource
and power management in the latest version 2.0. The
system and its applications are written in the nesC lan-
guage [100], a variant of C providing a component-
based framework and an appropriate subset of C con-
cepts sufficient for low-power hardware (e.g., there is
no function pointers in nesC). The system does not sup-
port preemption requests (only hardware-based inter-
ruptions), real-time scheduling, dynamic loading (ap-
plications are statically linked to the TinyOS core mod-
ules), but it does support data-link security with Tiny-
Sec. Most notably, the system does not provide low-
level protections yet, such as memory protection in its
mainstream version [102] or on-the-fly verification of
code downloaded over the air interface. Several exten-
sions of TinyOS, such as SPINS presented in section 3,
may however be integrated in the new releases of the
system [7], [12].

3) The Real-time Os Nucleus (TRON) was historically available from 1984, but
its application to wireless sensor networks and broad availability are difficult to
forecast today, despite the potential of the technology [101].

5.1.2 Sun SPOT
Sun SPOT is a product of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

encompassing both hardware and software [103]. The
project started in 2003 on the experience of the com-
pany with the technologies related to Java ME, and
the first release occurred in April 2007. The recent
release of the platform entails that the hardware pro-
vides among the most powerful sensor nodes, with sim-
ilar size and scale factors to motes. The software part
is independent from the hardware and consists of the
Sun Squawk Java virtual machine [104]. Squawk is a
closed-source JVM that encompasses necessary oper-
ating system functionalities, so that it can run directly
on hardware [105].

The technical aspects of Squawk also aim at reduc-
ing the size and consumption of the system, similar
to TinyOS, but it also seeks to bring a significant part
of the Java model over WSN. Squawk is hence a full-
fledged virtual machine that complies with the CLDC
1.1 specification. It can dynamically deploy code and
run several applications concurrently. Although there is
no reference on real-time issues yet, the platform pro-
vides security features borrowed from the standard Java
model. We review the facilities provided by Sun SPOT
at the lower and application levels. This review focuses
on the software and excludes hardware-based security,
as it was shown in section 3 that major issues lie in
packet management and above the data link layer of the
OSI model.

Low-Level Security Facilities. Low-level security
mechanisms aim at protecting the system against erro-
neous or malicious code that exploits weaknesses in the
software layers to harm or subvert the system. Squawk
contains standard low-level security mechanisms from
the Java model and specific extensions for WSN. The
use of Java first provides built-in protections against
code-based attacks that would exploit dangling point-
ers, pointer arithmetics, pointer forging, unchecked
cast, or array boundaries. The virtual machine also pro-
vides a code verifier, which checks incoming code and
asserts compliance with the Java standards before ex-
ecution. These two mechanisms reflect the compati-
bility of Squawk with the CLDC security specification
of Java ME [106]. They prevent a number of low-level
security attacks, so that the system designers and pro-
grammers can focus on other security aspects.

In addition, Sun SPOT contains implementations
of RSA and ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) al-
gorithms for security key management. The im-
plementations have been optimized for sensor net-
work nodes [107], providing programmers with essen-
tial cryptography mechanisms. In practice, the addition
of these algorithms is essential on WSN as basic blocks
for end-to-end security (see discussion in this section).
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Application-Level Security Facilities. Application-
level security mechanisms aim at providing application
developers with appropriate abstractions for designing
the security aspects of the target software. Java speci-
fies the sandbox model to control how applications can
access resources and additional mechanisms to define
custom security access control policies. The compati-
bility of Squawk with the CLDC specification guaran-
tees the availability of these mechanisms to developers.

The sandbox security model is complemented in
Squawk by the architecture of the virtual machine,
which handles applications as Java objects named ‘iso-
lates’ [108]. Application isolation reinforces the low-
level verification process of the virtual machine and ex-
tends security policies with isolate management. Each
isolate can then be engineered with different restric-
tions on the creation, control, and communication with
other isolates.

5.2 Discussion
Although Sun SPOT provides a security profile com-

parable to standard Java, we argue that this model will
prove insufficient with regards to security engineering.
WSN are inherently fragile systems due to eavesdrop-
ping and physical threats. We believe that the appli-
cation engineering facilities provided by the platform
should therefore go further than the current models, de-
spite the difficult challenges of stringent resources and
large-scale distribution. Extended models foster the en-
gineering of strong security measures and avoid leaving
the programmer with error-prone tasks.

Ongoing work in the WSN and ubiquitous comput-
ing research community, notably over the TinyOS plat-
form, has proved the need for further endeavors [2], [4].
In particular, end-to-end mechanisms are among the
most sensitive topics, and their absence from the core
CLDC specification may lack for a Java-based ap-
proach if specialized profiles are not integrated in the
specifications for WSN [109]. The addition by the Sun
SPOT team of the cryptography algorithms provides the
basic bricks for end-to-end security, but there remains a
number of engineering issues.

5.2.1 Required engineering facilities
Secure key establishment facilities. How does the

engineer deploy a key infrastructure on a WSN? This
question is challenging and advanced mechanisms are
available [110], [111], but it is possible to preset keys
on nodes before deploying them. This ‘imprinting’ is
necessary in any case to claim ownership of blank hard-
ware [2], so one cannot expect simplifying or improv-
ing this security-critical task to the engineer.

The key establishment scenario becomes more inter-
esting when introducing new nodes in an existing net-

work. A node can be added to the network in an ad-
hoc fashion, without direct human support, e.g., when
new nodes are jettisoned from an aircraft to an exist-
ing land network. The software control layer must then
provide facilities for dynamic authentication with peer
nodes. Such introduction scenario is seemingly fre-
quent enough and critical in the case of WSN to justify
the integration of ready-to-use mechanisms for the en-
gineer, even though application-specific requirements
may require refinement of the basic solution. This
would help increasing the engineer awareness and code
security. Cryptographic bricks exemplify again the ba-
sic element for such a solution, but this remains an open
research issue before considering efficient implementa-
tions in an API.

Secure code mobility. Code mobility platforms have
permitted attractive demonstrations of sensor network
technologies, with Agilla on top of TinyOS [97], and
Sun SPOT. Squawk allows the migration of applica-
tions, which is a direct benefit of using the isolation
concept and additional mechanisms such as transitive
closures to form ‘suites’ of classes [104].

The security aspect is usually not discussed in these
approaches, as it is seen out of scope. In fact, additional
cryptography facilities such as the algorithms provided
with Squawk on Sun SPOT provide the essential ele-
ments to enable secure code mobility. For the security
engineer, it is however safer and more efficient to relate
mobility and security directly in the programming in-
terfaces. A secure version of the Sun SPOT API would
then provide serialization methods over the air interface
that explicitly states the desired security level. The Sun
SPOT development team is indeed extending the radio
API with a secured version of the radio stream class fa-
cility to serve this aim (information from their forum in
June 2007 [103]).

Decentralized security policy. The original Java se-
curity policy model was designed with applet-like de-
ployment in mind. In this model, an applet is down-
loaded on-demand by a client and run in the sandbox
with appropriate access rights. This two-tier model is
appropriate for certain applications, but it restricts the
possible deployments, notably if WSN evolve to more
ad-hoc infrastructures. In addition, changing the policy
configuration of thousands of deployed nodes is a com-
pelling example of functionality that calls for an evolu-
tion of the security model towards decentralized policy
management.

Decentralization of the policy management implies
the possibility for engineers to remotely log in to sen-
sors with appropriate rights and modify their policies.
We pointed out the requirements for multi-level secu-
rity rights in section 2. The remote policy configuration
is a typical example of such mechanisms. This work is
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not a trivial task and it is clearly a required functionality
for standard deployments, thus justifying an integration
in standard APIs.

Consistency of the policy throughout the network is
one of the challenges of the decentralization. The aim
is to guarantee that the access control rights remain the
same for any principal, in any context. That is, the in-
jection of a query to the network should return the same
result, depending on the authenticated principal and the
policy, but independent from the node and physical po-
sition where the query was sent.

Measures against XSS-like attacks on sensor as-
sets. A compelling demonstration of WSN was for
environment monitoring with the TinyDB applica-
tion [70]. TinyDB is a database management system
distributed over a WSN that collects information and
aggregates results in-network. The security features
were out of scope in this enabling technology, but the
risks are significant.

It is common sense today that accepting unstruc-
tured string inputs are extreme security breaches that
can lead to loss of data assets or even jeopardize a
complete system. Unstructured input strings are fa-
mous issues in databases and popularized further with
cross-scripting scripts over internet. Recommendations
against this type of attack are to protect the applica-
tion from unstructured strings with API facilities such
as the java.sql.PreparedStatement methods
in the case of SQL in Java, or the use of filters for web-
sites against XSS. Such mechanisms should arguably
be available in standard as applications that required
database facilities are likely frequent with WSN.

Engineering despite node capture. The subversion
of nodes is entirely part of security engineering, but
quite challenging as it is mostly out of the hands of
the software engineer. Existing work proposes mech-
anisms that rely on public key infrastructures, filtering
false reports [83], [112], [113], or self-protection of the
network [114]. Such mechanisms are not yet part of
existing infrastructure or APIs to support the engineer,
but concrete endeavors are underway [22]. Sensitive re-
search issues remain, such as the fact that capturing suf-
ficient nodes with signing keys opens gateways to the
network.

The Sun SPOT platform already prevents compro-
mised nodes from harming the system by deploying a
signing key on the desktop connected to a base station
only, and verification keys only on nodes. This asym-
metric infrastructure avoids the risk to open gateways
from any node, but this approach would not be applica-
ble to more ad hoc network infrastructures, where sign-
ing keys would be necessary on vulnerable nodes.

Further research will therefore be necessary on this
topic, which should also belong to the base toolkit for

the security engineer. Tolerance to a number of cor-
rupted nodes is already achieved by the schemes re-
ferred in this section, but engineering facilities are not
available yet.

5.2.2 Limits to the integration
The limited resources of sensor nodes remain the ma-

jor obstacle to deploy state-of-the-art security measures
from standard research over WSN. Sensor nodes be-
come more powerful, as exemplified by the Sun SPOT
platform, but we have seen that some problems require
specific security mechanisms in the standard engineer-
ing toolkit, while they may not be serious issues in other
kinds of systems, e.g. careful communication manage-
ment and decentralized policy infrastructures. On the
other hand, some mechanisms can rightly be consid-
ered optional or application-dependent facilities.

Traffic analysis tools and security schemes based on
trust models are for example two classes of mechanisms
that may not be required in many applications. Traf-
fic analysis tools could be part of testing and debug-
ging suites, or administration packages, and trust mod-
els serve as alternative approaches in some authentica-
tion protocols [115]. More general trust models are also
notably promising in applications that involve humans,
owning to their flexibility and ease of use. A typical
usage is when humans carry a mobile communication
device [116], which converge increasingly with WSN
by integrating sensors.

6 Conclusion
Security engineering in wireless sensor networks is a

real issue that will expand as the technology gets mo-
mentum and spreads in industrial applications. Existing
work is significant and tackles most of the challeng-
ing problems, but we have shown in this paper that a
desired holistic approach to engineer security aspects
is not possible yet. Some research areas on this topic
remain in basic stages (relatively to WSN), e.g. spe-
cialized implementation frameworks and testing, and
full-fledged integration of security measures are only
partially addressing potential risks. Recent advances in
both hardware and software let expect significant ad-
vances soon, but research endeavors remain necessary,
notably in dealing with the challenging specificities of
WSN as their large scales, the absence of global and
reliable information on the network state, and the vul-
nerable nature of the nodes.
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